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GREYHOUNDS DUNDALK STADIUM ROUND-UP : CHELSEA SUPPORTERS

2010 will be long remembered as one of Formula 1’s greatest
seasons and with five races to go the title fight is finely
balanced, with Red Bull’s Mark Webber leading the
championship by just five points from Lewis Hamilton with
Fernando Alonso, Jenson Button and Sebastian Vettel all
within touching distance of the leading duo.

Mark Webber is undoubtedly the title favourite given that
Red Bull has consistently had the fastest car throughout the
season. The Milton Keynes based team has however also
found a way of costing themselves victories throughout the
season. Even though Webber has driven superbly throughout
the season, races such as Monaco and Barcelona spring to
mind, the failings of the team which could prove crucial come
seasons end.

Hamilton, title winner in 2008, has shown himself to be a
maturing force throughout the season with his unquestioned
speed added to his consistent finishes. Even so, his rashness
at Monza, crashing with Felipe Massa on the opening lap,
shows that the Englishman can still make mistakes. The
Monza error could prove very costly for Hamilton with
McLaren not expected to have the speed to compete with
Red Bull and Ferrari at the remaining races. The team though
have performed exceptionally this season in winning races
without the fastest car with mistake-free driving and brave
strategic decisions. McLaren will bring their final major
upgrade of the season to this weekend’s Singapore Grand
Prix.

The challenges that the teams face this weekend will be
very similar to that of the Hungarian Grand Prix in August
when Red Bull dominated. Singapore is a low speed, high
downforce track and one that should play to the strengths of
Red Bull and Ferrari. McLaren will know that the last two
races, at Spa and Monza, have masked some of the problems
of their car and the team know that their upgrades need to
offer greatly improved performance if their drivers are to
have any chance of challenging for race wins on the merits of
speed and not strategy.

Button, Alonso and Vettel still harbour various
degrees of title hopes

Reigning world champion Jenson Button has amazed
everyone with his relaxed attitude throughout the season and
with the Englishman trailing Webber by 22 points he will
know that his title hopes are now drinking in the last chance
saloon and that this weekend’s race will be crucial for him. If
Button is unable to close the gap, and McLaren struggle for
pace, it would not be surprising to see the team focus on
Hamilton, and for Button to play a supporting role until the
final race of the season.

Fernando Alonso is only a point ahead of Button in the
title standings, but the Ferrari driver will be much more
confident that his car will offer him the opportunity to
challenge the pace of the Red Bulls until the end of the
season.

The Ferrari has come on in leaps and bounds in recent
months and the car is now fast on all varieties of circuits and
while Red Bull will have an advantage at Suzuka the battle
should be close at the remaining circuits. Alonso has long
been viewed as the most complete driver on the grid, and
while he has had numerous uncharacteristic mistakes this
season, it is likely that the pressure cooker atmosphere of a
title fight will bring out his very best.

This weekend’s race in Singapore will be a challenge for
McLaren, but Ferrari should be able to take the fight to Red
Bull due to their improved performance and stability under
braking which is crucial on this street track.

Two weeks after Singapore Formula 1 moves onto Japan
and the majestic Suzuka circuit which looks to be tailor-made
for Red Bull to stretch its legs and dominate but Korea and
Interlagos should see the leading three teams closely
matched before the final race of the year in the twilight of
Abu Dhabi, which should be suited to the Red Bull, but if the
title battle goes down to the wire form should be thrown out
the window and a classic season will be cemented in Formula
1’s folklore!
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THIS year’s Ladbrokes
Irish Derby form got a
boost, not that it really
needed it - with Ballymac
Tipp breaking Dundalk’s
525 record in the top race
on Monday night.

This very consistent
performer went three
rounds of the Classic
before being knocked out,
yet here he was lowering
a record that had stood
since 2007.

That speaks volumes
for Tyrur McGuigan and
the others who got to the

business end in the
country’s premier Classic.

Owned by Dubliner,
Stephen Devine, and
trained by Liam O’Rourke
- who obviously believes
in keeping his charges
running once they are fit -
Ballymac Tipp had an
outing forty-hours earlier
at Shelbourne, where he
finished third behind
Barefoot Bolt after
experiencing a less than
trouble-free run.

The son of Crash and
Pony Penny was drawn in
two, while chief market
rival, Rita Downey’s

Drogheda racer, Monleek
Legend, had the outside.

Monleek, and to a
lesser extent Bobs Hawk,
made it interesting, but
only for a while. When it
seemed the fast-starting
Ballymac might give way
to his closest rivals
coming towards the third
bend, he moved on
effortlessly.

The odds-on chance got
to the line four-and-a-half
lengths clear of Monleek,
with Craig Kelly’s
Clogherhead-based Bobs
Hawk, having only his
fourth outing, running a

fine race to take third. I
It was the winner’s 14th

success from forty
outings, and his time of
28.31 bettered by eight
spots the previous best
set by the bitch, Open
Door.

Monday night’s card
also featured a win for
Colm Farrelly’s local
kennel, which is coming
back to its best having
had very few runners in
recent times. Cooper’s
Creek was the
representative, and the
homebred ran a good race
to get up close home to

edge out the fast-starting
Pollyanna.

Norita’s Jewel won
again for mid-Louth’s
Michael Doyle and
Catherine Johansson,
taking a 575 on Saturday
night.

This made it four in all
for the former Tralee
tracker, whose 32.01 was
her best for the distance.

Racing on this Friday
night at Dowdallshill goes
ahead at around 9.45.

It will follow the first
horse racing meeting of
the winter season.

Ballymac Tipp boosts Irish
Derby form with record run

Title battle to go down to the wire

A RECORD entry has been received of
over 600 players from over 30
countries in Europe who will compete
at the European Badminton
Championships.

The event is to be staged in the
newly opened state of the art Youth
Development Centre at Oriel Park
from Monday, September 27 with the
finals being held on Saturday,
October 2.

Some of the top former
international players of badminton
shall be competing in the different
age group categories in both male

and female events.
The tournament will feature 11

times national champion, Michael
Watt, representing Ireland. He is one
of the favorites to win a singles men
title at the tournament and is a
player not to be missed in action.

The age groups range from over
35 to over 65 which promises to
show some real quality in players
competing.

The Marshes Shopping Centre
sponsored the event and all teams
will be paraded in the the popular
Dundalk shopping venue this coming

Sunday as part of the opening
ceremony celebrations.

This tournament will boost the
local economy in the region of a
million Euro plus with all hotels and
most guest houses booked out for a
week to ten days as the tournament
is taking place.

This is the first time the
tournament has been held outside of
mainland Europe and it is a great
honour for Dundalk to be holding
such a prestigious event for Ireland.

Play will commence at 9am each
day and will conclude at 7pm in the

evening with the finals being held on
Saturday, October 2.

It is hoped that this tournament
will be supported by members of all
facets of sport in the Dundalk region.

It is also hoped that a coaching
session with some of the top
European players and the juvenile
clubs within the county on one of the
evenings after play has concluded.

It is hoped the staging of this
event will be a precursor to Ireland
hosting the World Badminton
championships in 2013.

Record number of entrants for Badminton competition

Cech this out!
CHELSEA shotstopper
Petr Cech recently
showed the good side of
footballers when he gave
his goalkeeper’s shirt to
some lucky fans from
Dundalk.

Ken McDonald, from
Avondale, is a member of
the Dundalk branch of
the Chelsea Supporters’
Club, was over at
Chelsea’s opening day
match with his wife and
kids.

Last year’s
Premiership winners
started their campaign in
fine style, as Ken and co
watched the champions
hit West Brom in the
opening game, 6-0 at
Stamford Bridge.

A hat-trick from Didier
Drogba, a brace from
Florent Malouda and one
from Frank Lampard sent
Chelsea on their way to
collect an easy three
points.

Despite the enjoyment
of what they saw during
the 90 minutes, it was the

post-match activities that
pleased Ken and his
family the most as they
met the Chelsea
shotstopper, along with
captain John Terry.

“We just spotted him
and got talking to him.

“We managed to get a
couple of photos with him
and John and then we just
asked for the jersey.

“He was really nice
about it and happily gave
it away.

“He signed it for us, as
did John Terry.”

The Dundalk branch
have a banner placed in
Brubakers in Park Street
and in Stamford Bridge,
they have a larger banner
hanging up, with
‘Dundalk Blues’
displayed.

Currently, Ken and his
family have plans to go
back to the Bridge in
March, but members of
the Dundalk branch are
frequent members to
Chelsea’s home ground
on a regular basis.

Chelsea supporters from Dundalk with the signed Chelsea ‘keeper’s jersey signed by
John Terry and Goalkeeper Petr Cech. BACK ROW: (L-R) Tom Carroll, Ken McDonald,
Bobby Madsa. Front Row: (L-R) Dan Keane, Amy and Dylan McDonald, Wayne Carroll
and Brian Keating. INSET: The banner that hangs in Brubakers, Part Street, Dundalk.


